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About This Game

Over 9000 Zombies! is top-down arcade action blown out of all reasonable proportions. An endless horde of zombies is coming
your way, how long can you survive?
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So you might have already sussed out that there’s a lot of undead after you. To stay alive you’re going to need this arsenal of
over 20 weapons. Some you might recognize but others are very experimental. Whether you want to shoot, burn, blow up or

microwave the zombies there’ll be a weapon for you.

Keeping the barrel of a gun between you and the zombies is a good start but you’ll want to stay out of the open when things get
especially crazy. Scavenge scrap metal to build barricades for protection and deploy automated turrets for extra crowd control.

You don’t have to go it alone. Bring both trusted friends and talented strangers into your fold and team up against the hordes
with 2 player online co-op and 4 player local co-op.
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This level of slaughter needs some decent beats. Using cutting edge research techniques we have been able to isolate the
optimum audio for efficient undead butchery. Scratch that trigger-finger itch to the sound of intense electro-rock from

Clearside.

The zombies will never stop. They’re only going to get faster and nastier. Keep your eyes peeled for flaming zombies, highly
poisonous zombies, zombie animals, giant eyeballs and even the risen remains of political figures. You’re going to die out there

so make sure you leave with a bang.
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Create your own unique levels to test your mettle and the power of the zombie hordes. Upload them to the Steam Workshop and
show the world your creations.
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Now HERE is a game that actually does progression VERY well! All too often games like this are sub-par because they are
either too easy or too hard. To be fair, I'm what you could call a seasoned gamer, but still, I'd say this game has a very fair
progression model for the average player. (It has a plethora of Steam Achievements that pair nicely with the progression, too!)
The graphics aren't  too special, but the sound design\/soundtrack is very fitting and the combat is  quite satisfying. (I got it 90%
off for $1 so I could  not be happier!) I haven't tried it with friends yet, but I'm assuming it'd be a blast. Now get out there and huck
'n' chuck those grenades until you just can't anymore.. good game!
. Good game, but it still need a lot of improve on User Interface...

In this game...
-you can't use my mouse in the menu. But I can use my mouse to shot. wait... what?
-you can't see the order of the weapon, I die couple of time when I was trying to swicth my weapon.
-when I pause the game, the first option is not "return to the game"? and that is at the second last option? Interesting...
-where are the description of the weapon or turrets beside in game time... are you serious about that I need to read the description
and handle all the zombies at the same time?
-You missed to say in the "How to play", the "B" is use to active\/DESACTIVE the build mode.
-The option "How to play" is in the main menu and inside the "Option" menu... that interesting...
-ZERO description on "Select Map".
-"return to prior screen", can't you just put "Back" or "Return" ??? O_o
-in game, when I pause the game, and select the "Quit to the Main Menu". Then a "Are you sure?" pop up. I typed "yes" or "no", and
nothing happen.. lvl 1- eziest
lvl 2- eziest
lvl ?- I wish I had friends

I wasted my time for fun, so.. Worth it.. 90\/100

-10 These type of games are usually a bit too repetitive and too slow paced for my liking, but for some reason i really enjoy playing
it.
. They had Numbers but I had guns and turrets until they started spitting crap at me I was not prepared 10\/10. The game is fun for
a moment, but then it gets repetetive. I've searched if the creator of this game has been updating it, but it isn't updated since 2015+
the game feels kind of unfinished+ no one plays it+ the AI (zombies and monsters) ignores you and it takes them time to even try to
kill you, resulting as an easy game. i think that this game has a great future, there is so many things and ideas that the creator of
this game and the community can add to the game.
For now i dont recomend this game until is finished.
if i did something wrong or a mistake you can correct me.
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The $9.99 price is the ultimate decision for me marking this as not recommended.
I bought this game as a bundle (2 copies) on sale for $1.49, and for $1.49 I did enjoy this game for about 2 hours.

My biggest complaint is that my brother and I, on our first try, fully upgraded every single gun and survived the waves until we
became overpowered and the game no longer had any challenge.
THE FIRST TRY- before we even knew how to play the game.
And it was not difficult to do.
There was no real effective strategy with the walls and the turrets, walking backwards away from the zombies while firing into
them was sufficient enough to surive wave after wave.
After completing everything (upgrading guns by killing with them) the game kinda just trailed off into monotonous wave after wave
of similar powered zombies that posed little threat.
And the game type or play does not change, so if I were to play again I would literally just be redoing everything I did the first
game.
There was also a lot of bugging with laying down the walls, my brother and I could not see a lot of each other's walls we were
placing, causing us to wall each other in to areas accidentally.

I will give the game some merit as it was a fun playthrough.
The upgrading system is a plus, and there is a leveing up system that increases your damage, HP, health pickup, ect. They did well
with this.
There is a large amount of guns, maybe like 20ish. Some of them do operate very similarly though.
There is a map editor option but all that really does it change the cosmetics (which are limited), not the strategy.

Overall, the game had some good features, played smoothly, was co-op, guns\/turret selection was plentiful, and you get to murder
lots and lots of zombies.
However, my brother and I completely unlocked everything and did everything the game had to offer on our first try. The replay
value is literally just replaying the same thing.

For the bundle price of $1.49 I can TOTALLY recommend it. $9.99 is where my negative review comes in.. Nice and cheap
timekiller. OST rocks!. The Best Shooting Chaos Game in 2D. screen gameplay on top, you better try this. If you can survive up to
20 Days. You are the awesome with the Gun's bullet down in the Blood of Chaos Zombies. Even Co-op, Build a turret and and
more barrier to Defend Ourselves~. for $1 on sale, this game will give you a solid amount of fun on a budget.. I picked up a 2 pack
when it was 99 cents a while back. Me and my friend played through it twice in about 3 hours. For .99 I'd say go ahead and pick 2
copies up and have some mayhem with a friend.

Multiplayer works okay. There's some desyncing issues when it comes to block placement and round timers, but none when it comes
to the zombies and other players.

Get this game on a good sale. Worth it for 99 cents. Not so much for 10 bucks.
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